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ABSTRACT: Seeking to elucidate aspects of harmonic practice that originated in contrapuntal patterns, this article traces a specific set of voice-leading configurations in which the generative roles of dissonance, counterpoint, and harmonic progression are blurred. These configurations, originating in early eighteenth-century practice, feature upper-voice suspensions, which are notable for their interlocking qualities and for their compatibility with an extended range of thoroughbass patterns and bass motions (Harrison 2003). Segments of such patterns were partially assimilated into later compositional practice and appeared in treatises on fundamental-bass and scale-step systems of harmony, but these configurations revealed a degree of friction between counterpoint-based idioms and the emerging harmonic theories attempting to explain them according to singular principles. The continued appearance of these configurations in subsequent compositional practice raises the question of what aspects of dissonance and counterpoint have been both embedded in harmonic practice and increasingly subordinated to chord structure in the harmonic theories that stretch from Rameau to Schenker. This dialectical engagement between historical theory and compositional practice offers a critique of our inherited harmonic theories, exposing competing conceptions of dissonance and discrepancies over its autonomy relative to harmonic principles. Tracing this history also reveals that the essential connections among rhythm/meter, dissonance treatment, and harmonic progression that are clearly present in eighteenth-century practice—Kirnberger’s “rhythmic harmony” (Aldrich 1970)—become increasingly subordinated to harmonic principles in nineteenth-century theory. The historical path of embedded dissonance appears to exemplify Adorno’s notion of sedimentation, which offers several interesting disciplinary and aesthetic conclusions about harmonic theory.
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Introduction

[1.1] Many compelling moments in tonal music involve dissonant voice-leading configurations that have been derived directly from contrapuntal practice. While theorists today largely accept that many details of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century harmonic practice originated in such contrapuntal patterns, it has proven difficult to document this relationship within historical theory and practice. As a result, these configurations are frequently masked or obscured within analytic assessments. This is especially the case with a subset of these contrapuntal patterns in which suspensions coincide with a moving bass (and a chord change) and call into question their compositional origins and effects.

[1.2] To illustrate, consider two contrasting passages. In Example 1, a descending octave progression in the upper voice (G5–G4) is eloquently realized with a series of dissonant 2–3 suspensions, which form an explicit counterpart to the imitation of the main arpeggiated figure. The prominence of these suspensions and the manner in which the bass seems to complement them both suggest that they are the primary agent of motion within the larger context of the phrase. In Example 2, a similar configuration is present but is embedded in a context that is on the surface not only far more vertical in textural profile but also more outwardly structured by customary harmonic progressions. However, a simple, three-voice reduction (Example 3) reveals a similar contrapuntal pattern at work and therefore also illustrates the changing harmonic contexts for such patterns: what may have originated as a 2–3 suspension chain becomes part of a modified Fonte schema, one that in this context completes a temporary digression to A minor.

[1.3] This raises a fundamental question, then, about how we should interpret such passages: are they generated by a contrapuntal suspension chain and subsequently harmonized or are they guided by harmonic progressions—or both? A quick and practical answer is of course both, but a more thorough answer must explore the shifts taking place between specific harmonic theories and should consider how these are reconciled within the historical record; it must also confront how we attribute a sense of origin and agency to events of a harmonic nature. As such, my study addresses some of the inherited assumptions within harmonic theory. My objective in this article is to demonstrate how a small collection of late seventeenth-century contrapuntal configurations—generated by 2–3 suspensions (or its 7–6 inversion) in the upper voices—have become embedded in idiomatic harmonic progressions within eighteenth- and nineteenth-century music, and how their presence becomes increasingly masked within harmonic theory. It is specifically within the differing contexts of harmonic theory, as well as their changing historical influences, that these configurations slowly became a kind of dormant metaphor. In short, the theoretical history I am sketching here is (1) that the notion of embedded dissonance can account for the unique features of several common configurations in tonal harmony and (2) that the process of embedding was historically intertwined with a conception of increased autonomy for chords within harmonic theory.

[1.4] Let us first pinpoint an initiating moment for this historical shift. In practice, certain contrapuntal patterns common in the repertoire around 1700 were subject to techniques of variation and generated small collections of related configurations. Several of these collections feature embedded dissonance as a motivating factor. In theory (as we will see shortly), the entry of the notion of the fundamental bass introduced the possibility for multiple harmonic meanings to arise, and eventually created the conditions for increased harmonic abstraction and autonomy. This friction between theory and practice, and between differing threads of harmonic theory, will be a guiding tension in the following historical sketch. As a starting point for illustrating practice, I rely on an insightful article by Daniel Harrison (2003), which offers an extended list of contrapuntal patterns in the music of Corelli and illustrates their compatibility with an extended range of basso continuo figures. On the left-hand side of Example 4, staves A and 1 show a basic contrapuntal pattern and staves 2 through 5 (all to be combined with staff A) illustrate variants generated by embellishing bass motions. (The numbers enclosed in boxes index the passages in Corelli’s music corresponding to each row.) That these variants are related to a simple 7–6 prototype can be
confirmed from practice rather easily. If we take one convenient instance, Handel’s well-known G-major Chaconne, HWV 435, we see that Var. 9 corresponds to Harrison’s line 1, Var. 10 to line 4, and Var. 11 to line 3 (see Example 4, right-hand side). The significance of Harrison’s list is that it binds at least five distinct variants together by suspension chain rather than by root or bass motion; in contrast, most modern approaches tend to classify solely by root progression. It is worth pointing out that Harrison’s variants are largely depicted in three-voice prototypes. This contributes to the sense in which they became embedded in fuller, four-voice harmonic practice.

Segments of such patterns were partially assimilated into later compositional practice and appeared in treatises on fundamental-bass and scale-step systems of harmony; but, as we will see, these configurations revealed a degree of friction between a counterpoint-based practice and the emerging harmonic theories attempting to explain them according to singular principles. Ludwig Holtmeier describes this general historical path as follows, noting that this process was well underway even before overtly vertical conceptions appeared:

One is tempted to say—with all due caution—that at the beginning of the eighteenth century the linear significance [of thoroughbass figures] still predominates, and that thoroughbass or the understanding of thoroughbass becomes increasingly “verticalized” during the course of the century under the influence of Ramellian thinking. The one-sided vertical reading of the [nineteenth-century] German Harmonielehre is only a (radical) consequence of this development. (Holtmeier 2007, 9)

A Double Meaning and an Emerging Shift in Harmonic Theory

The unique condition for this shift toward an exclusively vertical conception of harmony lies in the multiplicity inherent in the configuration captured in Example 5, from Rameau’s Traité de l’Harmonie ([1722] 1971), at once a 7–6 suspension chain (at the level of the continuo bass) and a seventh-chord succession (at the level of the fundamental bass). Although this multiplicity was already part of the practice of diminution within the thoroughbass tradition, Rameau’s conception of the fundamental bass authorized an explicit double meaning in theoretical terms, one that created conditions within which more profound shifts in harmonic theory could occur. It is significant that even though Rameau interprets this as generated by a chain of seventh chords, the practice of juxtaposing both basses on the page nevertheless provides a visual reminder of this double meaning. The fundamental bass asserts an origin for the passage but also explicitly recognizes the possibility of derivations, of variants, arising through contrapuntal practice. It is a double meaning embodied in the notation: the conceptual bass stands alongside the sounding bass but does not replace it. We should note that Rameau was keenly aware of the contrapuntal nature of the voice-leading underlying his newly conceived fundamental bass motion: as Thomas Christensen (1993) has pointed out, Rameau’s additional example in the supplement to the Traité (Example 6) included a mechanistic portrayal of colliding dissonances, in which the second of two consecutive 2–3 upper-voice suspensions (between letters A and B in the example) is rhythmically extended and resolves with the bass, defining the characteristic motion of the fundamental bass.

The fact that the compositional diminution depicted in the Handel variations (Example 4, above) reveals the same double meaning as Rameau’s fundamental-bass interpretation thus adds a degree of complication to Kirnberger’s distinction between the categories of essential and non-essential dissonance, a distinction that has been firmly inscribed into harmonic theory ever since. While the basic distinction between them seems relatively unproblematic for most instances of
dissonance (which fall neatly into one of the two categories), certain cases shown previously problematize it; specifically, in the dissonance chains depicted in Examples 1–3, the bass moves simultaneously with the suspension resolution, blurring Kirnberger’s categories. Remeš (2019) raises a similar ambiguity with Kirnberger’s types when considering eighteenth-century cadences: does the essential dissonance require a bass cadence or can it also be supported by a tenor cadence with diminution (Example 7)? In other words, recognizing a close relationship between configurations related by contrapuntal strands (rather than root motion) begins to complicate Kirnberger’s distinction and suggests that we might think of this ambiguity more accurately as two sides of the same coin, or a theoretical double meaning that models a singular but complex practice. Part of the reason for this ambiguity is that Kirnberger’s definition of the dissonance types relies not only on the motion of the bass but on metric placement. In his view, the suspension dissonance must always occur on the strong beat of the measure and must resolve on the weak beat. In this way they are distinguished from the essential dissonance, the seventh, and those dissonances that arise from inversion of the seventh chord, which usually occur on a weak beat and resolve on the strong. (4)

The ambiguous case above occurs when a strong-beat dissonance can be explained theoretically as both a suspension and a chordal seventh. We can, in fact, refine the situation further by pinpointing the fixed and flexible features of the dissonance categories. Thus, the diagram in Example 8 revises Kirnberger’s categories by indicating the overlapping region, the conjunction of strong beat placement and bass motion. This is the area I am exploring in this article.

[2.3] While some theorists (including Kirnberger) recognized these exceptions, there was nevertheless a tendency for harmonic theories to absorb this mediating category into the category of fundamental bass or root motion, leaving only a stationary bass for the definition of the suspension dissonance. In a broad sense, Rameau’s conception of the fundamental bass initiated a slow tendency for the harmonic progression category to absorb the mediating one; consequently, eighteenth-century theorists increasingly interpreted diminution of these dissonant contrapuntal patterns as harmonically motivated.

[2.4] This trend continued in the nineteenth century. Weber, and later Richter, who we can take as representatives of scale-degree harmonic theory (Bernstein 2002), also presented examples suggesting the double meaning inherent in Rameau’s example, but largely replaced the separate fundamental bass notation with Roman numerals. While this might seem like an insignificant change, it nevertheless opened the door to a level of abstraction beyond the fundamental bass: while both the fundamental bass and the Roman numeral scale-degree are in a sense supplied by the imagination, the former asserts an explanation regarding its origin according to a deductive principle whereas the latter merely labels a position in a key, leaving largely unanswered the underlying reasons (contrapuntal, harmonic) for how chords are connected. (5) As a result, the introduction of Roman-numeral labels directs attention away from the voice-leading motivation for certain harmonic progressions toward how these chords assert a key center, and encourages conceptualizing chords as individual units. This shift is not absolute, however, because Weber’s examples in his Versuch do suggest that he was aware of standard voice-leading practices and the properties of invertible counterpoint. In Example 9, for instance, he analyzes the possibilities for descending-fifth root motion within a major key, marking with Roman numerals the motion from seventh chord to triad in each case; while dissonance resolution is still present—allowing the possibility of hearing these as embedded suspensions—Weber’s focus is on enumerating root motions within a key. (6) Example 10 depicts a similar progression in several different inversions. Thus, the change I am describing here is merely a shift in perspective, perhaps even a subtle one at first. Indeed, much of the abstraction occurred later in the history of theory, as Roman numerals became entrenched in the educational system. (7) Richter’s examples from his 1853 practical harmony treatise, Lehrbuch der Harmonie, similarly portray this configuration, maintaining the same voice leading but again summarizing the motion symbolically with Roman numerals (Example 11). Note the use of slurs to mark the preparation of each seventh, which shifts attention from the strong beat ones resembling suspensions and suggests reduced difference between strong and
weak beat sevenths. In general, the scale-step approach to harmony in the influential publications of Weber and Richter allowed for the continued presence of contrapuntal patterns but tended to emphasize root motions and their Roman-numeral representation, a practice that slowly began to obscure such patterns within chord abstractions.

[2.5] Nevertheless, a particular thread within harmonic theory continued to acknowledge the generative aspect of contrapuntal patterns, and (to a certain extent) emphasized voice-leading and dissonance resolution as much as (or more than) root motion. In certain respects, this perspective could be said to originate with the Italian-influenced thoroughbass theory and practice codified (in the North) in Heinichen’s monumental treatise, Der General-Bass in der Composition ([1728] 1992). Specifically, Heinichen singles out configurations in which a syncopated dissonance (such as the fifth) can have several possible resolutions, all of which have very little to do with root progression or harmonic function. In Example 12, the $\frac{5}{3}$ chord resulting from the suspension placed on the strong beat can resolve in three different ways: up by step to a $\frac{3}{2}$ chord, down by third to another $\frac{5}{3}$ chord, or tied over to a $\frac{4}{3}$ chord.Enumerating the various possibilities for dissonance resolution together in a set of examples thus prioritizes voice-leading aspects over root motions (quite similarly to Harrison’s modified example above) and promotes an awareness of the interaction of consonance and dissonance with various chord possibilities.

[2.6] This perspective continued in Kirnberger’s work, even though he explicitly integrated Rameau’s fundamental bass into his explanations (reconciling some of the contradictions arising between thoroughbass practice and Rameau’s conception of the fundamental bass). In a prominent place in his Kunst des reinen Satzes, Kirnberger depicts the combined motion of suspension and moving bass more in terms of dissonance resolution than root progression; see Example 13, in which he explains each final chord as being a contrapuntal resolution of dissonance regardless of whether or not it involves a change of chord root. Significantly, Schenker retrospectively identified this contrapuntal independence as part of his “Bridges to Free Composition”—his groundbreaking effort to restore an awareness of the role of counterpoint in tonal harmony (Schenker 1922). I include his example here as a point of comparison (Example 14). To the extent that Schenker’s objective in his “Bridges” is to bring to light the counterpoint embedded in instrumental compositions, his insights are relevant here, specifically those regarding combinations of second- and fourth-species counterpoint. In these examples, the specific chord of resolution matters less than contrapuntal resolution and metric alignment.

[2.7] Example 15, from Richter 1860, is thus emblematic of the theoretical ambiguity resulting from these combined threads of harmonic theory in the mid-nineteenth century. Here three distinct upper-voice suspensions represent three degrees of assimilation. The first, the 9–6 in m. 2, is the most explicitly contrapuntal, retaining the overt character of a 9–8 suspension. The second, the 9–7 in m. 2 of the second progression, Richter interprets with two closely related fundamentals, thereby converting the ordinary 9–8 into a new harmonic motion. And the third, the cadential suspension in m. 3 of the first progression, represents the most harmonic of the interpretations, almost fully assimilated into the harmonic domain. Note that in Examples 12–15, the embedded dissonances retain the metric profile of ordinary contrapuntal dissonances, clearly defining strong and weak pulses (suspension and resolution) in all cases. The harmonic interpretation can simply be seen as an additional layer, mediating between theory and practice and the changing conceptions therein.

The Special Case of the Down3–Up2 Variant

[3.1] The down3–up2 variant of the descending-fifth sequence offers a special case of embedded dissonance because the contrapuntal shaping of the pattern is usually foregrounded: the suspension is (nearly) always placed on a strong beat and usually resolves to a triad on the weak. This remarkable consistency even suggests that we might wish to define it in slightly different terms than as merely an inversion of a standard descending-fifth sequence. Harrison’s summary example of this pattern is particularly clear (Example 16). This metrically aligned down3–up2 pattern closely resembles examples of dissonance treatment in seventeenth-century compositional treatises, as in the standard three-part voicing in Berardi’s Documenti Armonici of 1687 (Example 6).
It also maintained a lasting presence in eighteenth-century thoroughbass manuals, as can be seen in Gasparini’s *L’Armonico Pratico al Cimbalo* and Kirnberger’s *Generalbass*. As was customary in four-voice thoroughbass style, Kirnberger presents three arrangements of the upper voices, placing the $\frac{6}{5}$ chords on the strong beats and thus marking the contrapuntal dissonances (Example 18).

This pattern continued to be presented as an idiomatic voicing (distinct from the root-position version) throughout the nineteenth century. In Example 19, Weber offers two versions of this pattern, both of which align the dissonances with strong beats. (Note that the slurs here simultaneously indicate suspension preparations and prepared sevenths, and that the analysis converts the actual $\frac{6}{5}$ figured bass numbers to the more generalized root position, which we can consider as a step towards harmonic abstraction away from specific interval content). Furthermore, it appears that there continued to be an awareness of an underlying difference between the strong-beat $\frac{6}{5}$ chords and the first inversion of the dominant-seventh chord, that these chords “originate” (in a sense) from different sources. Richter, in his practical harmony manual of 1860, identifies the strong-beat ones—what we might call contrapuntal $\frac{6}{5}$ chords—by referring to them as “apparent chords,” distinguishing them from regular dominant-seventh chords (Example 20).

Bach employs this pattern with some frequency in his keyboard works. Example 21 excerpts the opening of his three-part invention in E major, in which the pattern defines a two-measure hemiola, adding a degree of metric tension to the passage. Mozart features this down3–up2 variant prominently in his Piano Sonata K. 333 (Example 22), initially in the first movement and then in the final movement in a moment of recall during the cadenza-like passage.

As a brief digression, we can also take note of the similarity of these voice-leading patterns with additional contrapuntal types (various bass supports) that “accompany” such embedded suspension chains. For instance, suspended ninths frequently appear in a similar setting, with bass motion descending by third with the resolution, as in the Mozart passage in Example 23. The reduction from Salzer and Schachtler (1969, 367) illustrates this important contrapuntal possibility. Holtmeier (2011, 315) refers to these as sequential ninths and identifies their implicit presence in the well-known Mozart K. 545 passage given in Example 24, which also reproduces his two alternative readings of this passage: on the one hand as strong-beat $\frac{6}{5}$ dissonant configurations (as shown in reduction “a”) and on the other as “accompained” ninths (as shown in reduction “b”). Holtmeier emphasizes that both patterns are derived historically “from hierarchically subordinate and supplementary lower voices inserted beneath the structural voices of dissonant 2–3 (or 7–6) interval progressions” and further relates this technique directly to Rameau’s notion of “supposition.”

It is worth noting here that the prominent role of embedded suspensions in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century practice was also explicitly integrated into the partimento-based pedagogy that dominated the Italian conservatories. Nicholas Baragwanath (2011) traces the continued presence of the partimento/solfeggi pedagogy well into the nineteenth century, a tradition in which such embedded dissonance patterns played a significant role. Example 25 reproduces an exercise featuring an embedded 2–3 chain (harmonized with the down3–up2 variant) from Stanislao Mattei’s influential practical treatise (1827), and Example 26 reveals this same pattern underlying a famous passage in Puccini’s *La Bohème*.

The Cadential Suspension and Two Idiomatic Configurations

Now let us consider some shorter configurations in more detail, those that combine an embedded suspension with a simultaneously moving bass, creating idiomatic harmonic progressions that we might informally think of as featuring “harmonized suspensions.” If we systematically arrange the contrapuntal possibilities for a bass supporting an upper-voice 2–3 leading-tone suspension according to an underlying seventh chord (Example 27), we can observe that the $\frac{6}{5}$ and $\frac{4}{2}$ settings are sufficient in three voices whereas the $\frac{7}{5}$ and $\frac{4}{3}$ settings invite four (to cover the essential voice-leading motions and chord tones). Accordingly, we might understand...
them as deriving historically from thinner and thicker contrapuntal textures, respectively. The $\frac{6}{5}$ setting is, in a certain sense, our model for the following discussion; it offers the clearest instance of embedded dissonance and will feature prominently in the standard cadential suspension and one of two specific contrapuntal/harmonic configurations. The $\frac{6}{5}$ setting can also be inverted to create the basis for the $\frac{4}{3}$ setting, the three-voice “discant cadence,” but will not be considered here because it is outside the scope of “accompanied” upper-voice suspensions. Of the two four-voice settings, I will also set aside the $\frac{7}{5}$ voicing because it strongly conveys root motion and therefore lies outside of our focus. The $\frac{4}{3}$ setting, however, is in an interesting case and will form the basis for a second noteworthy configuration. It is in a sense derived from the $\frac{6}{5}$ setting in that it adds a fourth voice below the basic three voice-leading strands and might therefore be considered to represent a slightly later stage of compositional practice. Of the various possibilities, then, these two stand out as somewhat unique because they most vividly reveal the process of contrapuntal embedding. I will define them according to two specific prototypes, each of which encompass a cluster of settings I will collectively refer to as configurations A and B.\(^{(17)}\) These are, in a manner of speaking, two of the “dormant metaphors” of counterpoint.

[4.2] First, however, we should consider the cadential suspension figure as a simple yet pervasive case for the embedding process that occurs with the other configurations, a model that proves useful because its presence in eighteenth-century theory and practice is already well known. Recent studies (e.g., Diergarten 2015, Remeš 2019) have established important connections between thoroughbass concepts and practices between various regions of Europe and have offered a standard set of cadence types that were commonly recognized and used. Of these, the “composta” or compound cadence—typically defined as $\hat{\frac{4}{3}}\hat{\frac{5}{4}}\hat{\frac{3}{2}}$ bass support for a cadential suspension ($\hat{\frac{3}{2}}\hat{\frac{5}{4}}\hat{\frac{1}{2}}$) —appeared in treatises from Bonocini, Muffat, Niedt, Gasparini, and Walther, and was understood to have a degree of closure somewhere between the “long” cadence ($\hat{\frac{3}{2}}\hat{\frac{5}{4}}\hat{\frac{1}{2}}\hat{\frac{3}{2}}\hat{\frac{5}{4}}\hat{\frac{1}{2}}$), which was reserved for final, decisive cadences, and the simple one (dominant-tonic), which could appear throughout as local punctuation. Niedt presents two instances in the exercise appearing in Example 28, which was reprinted in the “Precepts and Principles” document of the Bach circle (the version shown here); note the preparation of the embedded dissonance in both instances.\(^{(18)}\)

[4.3] As Felix Diergarten (2015) has demonstrated, this practice continued in the late eighteenth century, as can be seen in a representative example of the cadential suspension marking a final exposition cadence in Mozart’s Piano Sonata in A minor (K. 310). In this passage (Example 29) it first occurs as an embedded 2–3 and then is revoiced as 7–6 in the repetition; together these two statements signal the end of the exposition, and—following the conventions of sonata form—reappear in a similar passage at the end of the recapitulation in the home key.\(^{(19)}\) This configuration becomes embedded in tonal practice in nineteenth-century music, as can be seen in Example 30, from Chopin’s F-sharp minor Nocturne, op. 48, no. 2, where it constitutes the basic progression harmonizing the stepwise descent in the upper voice (F#–D–C#) and is immediately repeated. The embedded 2–3 dissonance appears in the inner voices of the left-hand arpeggiation.

A general way to frame the embedding process for the cadential suspension is to recognize changing cadential practices, which tend to favor stronger root motions (including tonicizations of the dominant), many of which use only chordal sevenths, going hand in hand with the use of effective voice-leading configurations in new situations. In practical terms, the cadential suspension became absorbed into the form of a pre-dominant seventh chord, which (no longer linked to the cadence) could appear anywhere within harmonic progressions.

[4.4] Example 31 presents a three-voice prototype of the cadential suspension, with annotations noting the metric placement and “harmonization” of the embedded 2–3 figure, all of which animates 2–1 motion and an emphatic tonic arrival. The way in which the suspension dissonance became embedded in the cadential progression thus provides a model for the embedding process shaping two other configurations as well.

[4.5] The first (configuration A) is a recurring idiom in which a segment of a 2–3 (or 7–6) suspension chain embeds into a familiar harmonic progression, one which tends to appear in thoroughbass sources under the topic of consecutive $\frac{6}{5}$ chords (or more generally, consecutive dissonances).\(^{(20)}\) (Many of us know this as the IV $\frac{6}{5}$–V $\frac{6}{5}$–I progression, though this conception hides important
from a momentary chromatic digression. (This configuration also appears in a slow movement passage of the Symphony no. 40 in G minor resolution and bass motion occur successively rather than simultaneously. A four-voice variant of sequence variant, though this instance is unlike the ones cited previously in that the suspension expansive sequence. Also note the embedded suspensions that appear as part of the down3–up2 Piano Sonata K. 310 (`leading to the cadence). A similar passage appears prominently in the second movement of the minor. (Note how the configuration dovetails nicely with the le-sol-fi-sol schema in mm. 52–54 dramatic 7–6 voicing (rather than the 2–3) in the right hand together carry us from D major to B.

The voicing in the basic setting is similar to what is typical in the down3–up2 sequences explored above, except that the bass segments are grouped into units twice as large, which allows for a common alternation of 2–3 (or 7–6) and 9–8 suspensions (the latter being common though not strictly necessary). The two can be easily connected as in the paradigmatic example from Fux’s (1725) Gradus (Example 33) featuring “mixed” species (cited prominently in Schenker’s “Bridges” to free composition). Example 34, modified from Harrison 2003, features the three-voice inverted voicing (with 7–6) and highlights one of its most important features—its mobility to be positioned in several scale-degree locations. As is clear, these repetitions have the effect of tonicizations and typically appear in a descending-third arrangement, such as $\hat{1}$, $\hat{6}$, and $\hat{4}$ in the major mode and $\hat{5}$ and $\hat{1}$ in the minor mode. (The latter is featured in the Corelli excerpt referenced by Harrison.) Note also the typical incomplete (but implied) figures for the three-voice setting, a result of the simple fact that including both a fifth and sixth above the leading tone bass note is not possible in three-voices without disrupting the suspension resolution. Several examples appearing in the pedagogical writings of Mattei, an influential figure in the more contrapuntal strand of practical harmony treatises, further illustrate this mobility (see Example 35), including a version in a minor key as well as a sequential continuation adapted to accommodate two possible modulations (C minor to Ab major, and C minor to F minor).

(4.6) The four-voice setting of configuration A commonly appeared in thoroughbass exercises and in genres directly derived from thoroughbass practice, such as the keyboard prelude. Example 36 reproduces one of Handel’s exercises for Princess Anne, and Example 37 shows a Bach passage familiar to theorists from Schenker’s foreground sketch in Der Tonwille [1921–24] 2004, an analysis that includes commentary explicitly acknowledging the prominent role of the consecutive suspensions. Both examples demonstrate the sequential potential of this configuration, one in the minor mode and the other in the major mode. The four-voice settings appearing in thoroughbass treatises of Kirnberger 1781 and Sechter 1830 (Examples 38 and 39) both feature sequential tonicizations, the latter extending to $\hat{2}$. (22) Note that both drop the final 9–8 suspension and thus begin to reveal how smaller segments have become embedded in harmonic practice, and how the metric and dissonance patterns become less dependent on the full suspension chain for their effect. It is important to remember that the consecutive $\hat{6}$ chords in this configuration “originate” (in a compositional sense) from different sources: the first results from the suspension figure and the second from the seventh of the dominant chord. (Recall Richter’s interpretation, above, of the former—contrapuntal $\hat{6}$ chords—as “apparent chords.”) (23) The concept of embedded dissonance is a helpful reminder of this distinction.

(4.7) Configuration A is featured in numerous pieces by Mozart; here I will survey four different voicings and contexts. In Example 40, from the slow movement of his Piano Concerto in A major, K. 488, a three-voice setting appears as part of a sequence (not fully realized with $\hat{6}$ dissonances) and is slightly obscured by the leaping right hand melody (whose upward leap to A5 and subsequent resolution to G# mirrors that of mm. 1–2). A modulating three-voice setting appears in the Piano Sonata K. 311, mm. 48–52 (Example 41): a sequential statement of the prototype and a dramatic 7–6 voicing (rather than the 2–3) in the right hand together carry us from D major to B minor. (Note how the configuration dovetails nicely with the le-sol-fi-sol schema in mm. 52–54 leading to the cadence). A similar passage appears prominently in the second movement of the Piano Sonata K. 310 (Example 42), in which the embedded suspension (voiced as 2–3) animates an expansive sequence. Also note the embedded suspensions that appear as part of the down3–up2 sequence variant, though this instance is unlike the ones cited previously in that the suspension resolution and bass motion occur successively rather than simultaneously. A four-voice variant of this configuration also appears in a slow movement passage of the Symphony no. 40 in G minor (Example 43), in which it dramatizes the voice exchange preparing a dominant that returns to Bb from a momentary chromatic digression. (24)
The second configuration (B) features an inner-voice 2–3 suspension supported by a $\frac{4}{3}$ chord that resolves into dominant harmony. While based on a sequential pattern involving a suspension chain in the inner voices, it typically appears in its singular form and can enhance the end of most descending-bass approaches to the dominant. Example 44 illustrates its prototype and various three- and four-voice settings. Unlike configuration A, which could appear both in major and minor modes, configuration B typically occurs in the minor mode. Accordingly, one of its foremost features is the half-step 6–5 motion, appearing in parallel lower thirds with the cadential suspension. It also has several additional options in that the sixth above the bass can either resolve up to the octave (resolving to the dominant triad) or sustain to become a seventh (resolving to the dominant seventh chord). With the former, there is the option to raise the sixth above the bass thus generating raised $\hat{4}$, creating a French augmented-sixth chord. Several of these options extend dissonant motion one stage later than with the basic resolution to the dominant triad; the overall sense of arrival (on V or on the subsequent chord, such as I) is therefore more flexible and depends largely on context.

Example 44

Example 45

Example 46

Example 47

Example 48

Example 49

Example 50

Example 51

Example 52

Configuration B appears somewhat frequently in the music of Chopin, who demonstrates a penchant for extending it through a chromatic sequence and for featuring its unique minor mode attributes. In his F-sharp minor Prelude, for instance, it initially embellishes a simple tonic-to-dominant motion in m. 1 and m. 2, and then subsequently guides a longer chromatic sequence (Example 49). Because the contrapuntal dissonance is typically hidden in the inner voices, I include reductions that rearrange the voices more explicitly. Chopin also features this sequential pattern in his F-sharp minor Mazurka (Example 50), this time with passing chords on the third beat of each measure. (25)

Interestingly, this sequential variant can be found as early as 1811 in a thoroughbass manual by Koch (Example 51), except that it appears with a reversed metric placement, one that exposes the embedding of dissonance within idiomatic harmonic progressions that convey metric autonomy.

Having explored these realizations of configurations A and B in various sources, we can now draw some provisional conclusions about them within the broader context of tonal harmony (Example 52). Both embed upper-voice 2–3 suspensions within an idiomatic harmonic progression, yet the two differ considerably. Configuration A is the more flexible of the two, easily appearing in both major and minor modes and in three- and four-voice settings, all derived from a three-voice prototype. Configuration B, in contrast, is most common in the minor mode in four-voice settings (appropriately now represented by a four-voice prototype); it is also more complex in that it has a greater number of options for the voice-leading of the fourth voice. Within their typical compositional contexts, A tends to be end-accented on the final arrival of scale-degree 3 over tonic harmony, largely due to the active scale-degree 4 as the agent of musical motion; B tends to embellish an arrival of scale-degree 2 over dominant harmony, resolving on a weak beat, and—
because of its incomplete tonal closure—offers the possibility of a variety of continuations, including a chromatic sequence (in which the suspension serves to break potential parallels in voice leading). While these prototypes are the most common instances of embedded dissonance, variants do appear in other contexts: for instance, other $V^6$ configurations appear in the Bach Sinfonia, mm. 3–4 (Example 1) and the Richter progression in Example 20, in the former tonicizing III and in the latter as upper-voice suspensions over a $\hat{5}–\hat{6}–\hat{4}–\hat{5}$ extension of the dominant at the cadence.

**Changing Priorities in Harmonic Theory**

[5.1] As I mentioned above, my claim here is (1) that the notion of embedded dissonance can account for the unique features of several specific configurations in tonal harmony by foregrounding underlying counterpoint and (2) that the process of embedding went hand in hand with an increasing sense of autonomy for dissonant chords within harmonic theory. In several of the examples I have explored, we observed metric independence emerging within some harmonic sequences and embedded dissonance configurations as depicted in theoretical treatises. If we return to our historical starting point, we can observe that early eighteenth-century practice tends to follow contrapuntal norms in placing these dissonances on strong beats, but that a degree of metric flexibility does begin to appear with changing harmonic styles. As early as 1700, consecutive 7ths were not uncommon in the concertos and sonatas of Italian instrumental music (e.g., Corelli), and in the music of Bach we occasionally encounter sequences in which the metric disposition of the embedded dissonances is reversed from the contrapuntal norm. A similarly ambiguous situation arose in the emerging theories of harmony, in which explanations were often framed in contradictory metric settings. We can also observe that, in general, both theory and practice demonstrated a tendency for settings of embedded suspension configurations (sequences and configurations A and B) to become increasingly independent of metric placement, a situation that introduced conceptual ambiguity into their compositional origins and motivations. This led eventually to an increased sense of autonomy for the chord as a basic harmonic unit, and an increased independence from meter, with which it had been previously integrated. These are no doubt broad generalizations—interpretations of the historical record that go beyond explicit evidence and attempt to probe deeper trends, ones that cannot always be empirically verified. But I believe that there is tremendous value in revealing the often-hidden conceptual shifts that have profoundly shaped our inherited understanding of tonal harmony. As such, this perspective affords new insight into historical theory and prompts important reflection on current pedagogical practices.

[5.2] In order to outline this historical shift it is once again helpful to recognize the multiplicity of possible dissonance realizations based on metric placement, bass motion, and diminution, with a mediating type explainable as both a suspension and harmonic progression: a suspension-generated dissonance that occurs on a strong beat (and which can resolve with contrapuntal bass motion) and a seventh interpreted harmonically that resolves with a chord change and that can occur with metric independence. Kirnberger notes that this mediating type can make identification difficult:

> Usually it is easy to distinguish the seventh that is merely a suspension from the essential seventh, because the former never falls on a weak beat while the latter normally does. But when the essential seventh falls on a strong beat, as it sometimes does, it is more difficult to distinguish from the suspension.\(^{(27)}\)

Nevertheless, his metric placement of dissonances generated by counterpoint is fairly consistent. Note his metric arrangement for the Rule of the Octave (Example 53), which deliberately places the inverted dominant seventh chord on a weak beat and which also places the $ii^6$ (which he considers an essential dissonance) on a strong beat. It is because of situations like this that I claim the $V^6$ on the fourth scale degree to be largely generated by a suspension rather than a harmonic inversion. However, consider this alternate metric placement of the Rule in Rameau’s *Traité* (Book III, Ex. 36), which places the $V^6$ on the fourth degree in a weak metric position (Example 54). The differences
between these settings are largely due to differences in intent: Kirnberger presents his version of
the Rule in a section discussing how to voice certain chord types in specific scale-degree positions
(here, the $\frac{6}{5}$ on $\hat{6}$); his emphasis is on voice-leading.\(^{(28)}\) Rameau, by contrast, annotates the stepwise
Rule with a separate fundamental bass in an effort to show the underlying nature of the natural
progressions inherent in the fundamental-bass motion of the cadence parfaite; his emphasis is on
explaining all harmonic successions by the fundamental bass. Rameau’s emphasis on fundamental
bass explanations renders his examples more prone to metric ambiguity. Even so, he is surprisingly
consistent in maintaining the metric position of such dissonances.\(^{(29)}\) Thus the role of Rameau’s
fundamental bass occupies an interesting position in this process, for even though he asserts what
we can consider to be the first origin myth for dissonance within (a triadic) tonal system he
nevertheless seems to recognize the inherent metric placement of some configurations that
originate as suspension patterns, even if he interprets the motion of the fundamental bass to be
independent of meter. His theory marks a unique negotiation between inherited thoroughbass
practice and his new theoretical conception.

[5.3] Scale-step theory, in contrast, gradually appears to attribute more metric autonomy to
harmony; what appeared occasionally in Rameau’s work—the weakened metric position of the
dissonance pattern—becomes in Weber’s more explicit.\(^{(30)}\) In Example 55, the 2–3 suspension is
embedded within two metrically opposed settings. The reversal seen here in the second setting
suggests that Weber views them as interchangeable, which overtly obscures the contrapuntal
pattern by diffusing the metric impact of the dissonance. This begins to demonstrate how the
suspension figure was becoming embedded in Weber’s scale-step analysis, and how the scale-
degree theory was partially obscuring its contrapuntal origin. Thus, even more than the common
down5–up4 version of the harmonic sequence, this down3–up2 variant with its foregrounding of
the dissonance in a strong metric position (and its resolution to consonant triads) captures the
friction inherent in the harmonic embedding of dissonance when this metric association is
upended.

[5.4] That the $\frac{6}{5}$ dissonance was gaining autonomy from contrapuntal lines becomes even more
apparent in progressions such as depicted in Example 56, from Jadassohn’s late nineteenth-century
practical harmony treatise ([1883] 1890). Note here the contrast between the weak-beat $\frac{6}{5}$ chords
(mm. 3–5) and the downbeat placement of the $\frac{6}{5}$ with the cadential suspension (m. 7). However, we
should also observe that, despite the increasing belief in the interchangeability of seventh chord
inversions, illustrations such as the one given in Example 57 frequently preserve the strong beat
metric placement of the dissonances that animate the sequence.\(^{(31)}\)

[5.5] The contradictory metric placements we have surveyed suggest the coexistence of different
types of dissonance that exhibit considerable overlap. The strong-beat placement of dissonance
followed by a change of bass and chord can be analyzed in two ways and reveals a compositional
genealogy that can be traced along two different paths, one contrapuntal and one harmonic. While
distinct, they nevertheless coexist in eighteenth-century theory and practice. By contrast,
nineteenth-century theory, marked by the strong emergence of scale-step theory, continues this
coeexistence but casts additional emphasis on the harmonic generation of dissonance and begins to
obscure the earlier contrapuntal origins of various prototypes. The end result of this tendency
toward metric autonomy might be not the metric reversal of dissonance patterns but rather the
complete removal of metric context, as depicted for instance in Example 58 from Schoenberg’s
Theory of Harmony ([1911] 1978, 84), what we might consider the endpoint of the “long” nineteenth
century. (Note how the marking of common tones replaces dissonance preparations.)

[5.6] If we return to a conceptual diagram of dissonance classifications (Example 59), we can depict
this growing tendency by absorbing the mediating category into the domain of the essential
(harmonic) dissonance. However, to focus solely on the distinction between a contrapuntal $\frac{6}{5}$ and a
harmonic $\frac{6}{5}$ would be to miss the larger historical shift occurring around the theoretical tension
between them. Thus, it is not so much that we should recognize new distinctions (though there are
merits to this) but that attending to the underlying differences (metric, harmonic, contrapuntal)
between these configurations reveals a paradigm shift occurring around what constitutes musical
units and how we attribute agency to them. In other words, we can interpret this historical shift
toward increased metric independence as coinciding with a general conceptual change that increasingly involved understanding harmonic events (fundamental bass motions, scale-steps, tonal functions) as autonomous agents within compositional parameters. The introduction of Roman numeral notation as a harmonic shorthand was an important step in this process, for it precipitated the practice of calling chords by a name, abstracted according to the scale-degree root. While figured-bass practice also named chords—e.g., $\text{vi}\text{I}$—Roman numerals abstracted chord structure and isolated it from voice-leading contexts, placing a greater emphasis on the role chords played within a broader tonal scheme. We could credit, in part, Riepel’s anthropomorphic casting of scale degrees within a key for initiating this conceptual possibility (Hyer 2002, 731), though Roman numerals render these relationships more abstract. What was in many ways a more balanced notion of chord identity in eighteenth-century theory (as seen in Heinichen [1728] 1992 and Kirnberger [1771–79] 1982, and even in the practical writings of Rameau [1722] 1971 books 3–4) becomes increasingly one-dimensional in the nineteenth century, though one could argue that the compensation for this is an increased awareness of, and attention to, larger-scale tonal organization and its coordination with formal patterns.

[5.7] This paradigm shift also suggests an increased focus on individual chords rather than chord relationships and configurations (e.g., cadences and Rule of the Octave segments) as the basic harmonic units, a conceptual shift that leads directly to notions of chord derivation and the category of apparent chords. Decisive here is the scale-degree conception of harmony, which posits the chord as the basic unit (rather than the more integrated chord progression of Rameau’s fundamental bass) and presumes that any chord can move to any other chord. This, in effect, severs the integral connection between progression and dissonance presupposed by Rameau. It is a subtle but far-reaching shift because Weber appeared to be aware of the interlocking sevenths in the descending-fifth sequence, a relationship only possible with the falling-fifth harmonic relationship. But because he asserts that in principle any chord can move to any other chord, dissonance in a sense becomes detached from harmonic progression—one can exist without the other without affecting the scale-degree interpretation (hence the notion of non-harmonic tones).

[5.8] Explanations of chord structure severed from contrapuntal antecedents thus open the door to chord derivation as a prominent theoretical tool. A vivid instance of derivation appears in Catel’s 1802 Traité d’Harmonie (Example 60). Here, he derives the idiomatic usage of the $\text{vi}\text{I}$ in sequence (a pattern we explored previously) from a simpler, triadic version. Striking in this example is the complete erasure of the dissonance that had formerly generated the configuration, replacing the suspension figure with simple motion of triads. It was around the same time that Fétis, and Choron before him, promoted the idea that Monteverdi had “invented” the dominant seventh chord and ushered in a new system of harmony. Thus, the chord, including a seventh chord, was increasingly seen as the basic unit of harmony, independent of any resolutions or crucial harmonic relationships. In a sense, the subtle shifts we’ve seen in Weber’s work coincide with similar ones in Koch, Catel, Choron, and Fétis. Together they begin to mark a deeper reconception.

[5.9] Along similar lines, in his early-twentieth century Harmony textbook (1889), Prout identifies an example from Haydn—a version of prototype B above—but views it as an inverted “dominant eleventh” chord with the ninth in the bass and the root omitted (Example 61), revealing the degree to which scale-degree harmonic theory had appropriated the tendency towards third stacking and conceived of complex harmonic events as entirely root generated. This marks one of the more extreme instances of linear factors being completely eclipsed by scale-degree theory’s singular conception of chord structure.

[5.10] Tracing the reception history of these configurations in theory and practice leads to several additional observations, one of which is that the essential connection between meter, voice-leading, and harmonic progression clearly present in practice in the early eighteenth century becomes increasingly subordinated to singular harmonic principles in many nineteenth-century theories. The examples from Weber and Koch illustrate the metric reversal of the suspension accents, an inversion conditioned by the double-meaning inherent in the fundamental bass conception of harmony. We might say that the “rhythmic harmony” (Aldrich 1970) implicit in Kirnberger’s
treatise (and explicit in his distinction between “essential” and “non-essential” dissonance) decreases in importance in subsequent harmonic theories.

[5.11] We might also conclude that harmonic analysis (as opposed to compositional theory) has the potential to obscure contrapuntal origins, even while most harmonic theories preserve some room for the presence of embedded counterpoint. In the era of harmonic theory, dissonance is reassigned a new role, which is to represent the new order of the tonal system, a system based on chord relationships rather than intervallic ones; while this point seems obvious, the deeper significance has to do with the fact that contrapuntal dissonance, while partially repurposed, also becomes a residue of an earlier paradigm, coexisting in sedimented form within the new paradigm. Thus, even within the new era of tonality in which harmonic theory carves out a new autonomy and agency for chord as the fundamental unit, which is largely independent of meter, there exists the quiet and often hidden presence of an earlier contrapuntal practice, now embedded in the new theory and practice.

[5.12] Dahlhaus once observed that theories that outwardly might be viewed as contradictory can be better understood as historically situated theories, a diachronic solution to a synchronic contradiction.\(^{35}\) Adorno (1992) goes even further in his suggestive concept of sedimentation, which he illustrates most concretely in his book on Mahler and which I believe applies to the notion of embedded dissonance. If we view counterpoint as an autonomous domain in which voices are independent agents and in which harmony is largely a result of voice leading, then the emergence of different paradigms of harmonic theory reconfigure this domain by offering an expanded field of musical agents, each one historically sedimented on the previous: in fundamental bass theory, the perfect cadence and its variants become the primary model for harmonic progression; in *Stufen* theory, all of the scale steps (now identified by label and hence a name) gain a degree of autonomy, and a more complex table of progressions constitutes musical space; and in function theory, the three harmonic functions govern phrase syntax and tonal structure, even when represented by single scale degrees. In this new harmonic world, dissonance becomes simultaneously sedimented and appropriated—sedimented through accumulated practice, and appropriated by each agent in different ways, as chord member, as scale degree, as tonal function, each marked by a new metric autonomy. In short, dissonance is no longer solely governed by interval progression, and harmonic progression gains a new domain of autonomy, equal in influence to that of counterpoint. The tonal system (as an exclusively harmonic domain) thereby becomes a dominant force.

[5.13] Therefore, in a broader sense I suggest that we think of embedded dissonance as a renegotiation of musical agents and domains of autonomy within several different paradigms of harmonic theory. Schenker’s graphic notation, which incorporates figured bass, inner-voice contrapuntal patterns, and a structural assessment of harmony represents this composite process almost literally: one can read an analytic sketch not simply as representing the structural unfolding of a piece but as a snapshot in the historical dialectic of theory/practice. The path of embedded dissonance is thus the disciplinary negotiation of new foundations with established practices. Harmonic progressions and functions emerge as autonomous but have the history of contrapuntal patterns sedimented in them. The very identity of certain chords includes the embedding of dissonance.

[5.14] I wish to end by noting that, from my point of view, these insights are not merely theoretical speculation but also directly involve the listening experience. When we hear passages that feature these contrapuntal patterns, we can perceive both embedded dissonance and its history: these configurations are compelling not simply for their raw sound but also for their conceptual complexity, one in which history is embedded within theory.
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1. Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca (1969, 405–10) insightfully discuss this aspect of metaphor as a valuable rhetorical tool, including the technique of “awakening” the metaphor through translation or recontextualization.

2. Harrison (2003) traces these 2–3/7–6 chains through Fux to the Italian composer Tarquinio Merula (1595–1665), whose extensive use of this device in two-, three-, and four-part textures established the practice that would later be widely disseminated by Corelli and others. Harrison concludes that the 2–3/7–6 configuration became the default suspension type in this style (also encompassing the harmonic settings of 4–3 and 9–8 through an added lower voice), chains of which became the basis for Rameau’s notion of cadential prefixion ([1722] 1971, 83). Consequently, the present example is one of six from his article featuring various contrapuntal/harmonic settings of the 2–3/7–6 chain. See also Sanguinetti 2012 and Eybl 1995, especially the latter’s appendix of linear models, which includes various harmonic settings of upper-voice 2–3 (or 7–6) dissonance chains (154). Diergarten 2011a (65–67) similarly identifies a related set of contrapuntal possibilities relating to a passage in a Haydn Mass and resonating in contemporaneous treatises, and Lester 1992 (225) offers an interesting late eighteenth-century treatise example.

3. Rameau claimed that the seventh represented the origin of dissonance within harmonic tonality (Christensen 1993, 123–29 and Holtmeier 2017, 38–39), but nevertheless recognized the suspension as distinct from chordal sevenths. The complex theoretical relationship between the two is thus related to the even more complex relationship between suspension and supposition in Rameau’s work (Martin 2012 and Damschroder 2008). As Martin argues, supposition is the broader category of the two: even though suspensions are conceptually distinct, they can be explained by supposition and therefore fit into a wider set of harmonic relationships (Martin 2012, 127).

5. Rameau’s fundamental bass explains harmony according to a scientific principle and accordingly makes normative claims regarding practice, Christensen 1993, 103–32; Weber’s scale-degree theory describes practice and only makes such claims based on description. See Bernstein 2002, 782–84, and Rummenhöller 1967.

6. Weber’s examples occur in his Versuch (1830–1832), Volume 2 within his discussion of progression types, in which he distinguishes between those involving the “natural” motion involving dominant seventh chord to tonic triad (Hauptcadenz) and those that involve the other types of seventh chords resolving to triads a fifth below (Nebencadenzen), as well as the same fifth progressions with interlocking seventh chords. He also expresses his general disapproval of progressions in which seventh chords move to triads other than its fifth-related one.

7. One could trace a similar process with the functional names that Rameau introduced in his later writings, which followed a similar process of abstraction in Riemann’s extended function theory. I will return to these observations at the end of this article; however, function theory will not figure into my discussion because it assumes a distinctly different view of dissonance within chord structures.

8. This example is excluded from Buelow’s 1992 narrative translation.

9. In fact, Kaiser (2013, 161) presents this version as the model and the root position as the variant in his exposition of the descending-fifth sequence. IJzerman 2018 maintains their independence, but notes that “The schema Third Down Second Up implies an alternation of $\frac{6}{3}$ and $\frac{5}{3}$ chords” (190).

10. I would even assert that, in the teaching of tonal theory, we would be well advised to note that the contrapuntal differences between the down3–up2 and the down5–up4 sequences might outweigh the harmonic similarities.

11. Berardi’s example is cited in Groth 1989, 351–52 (vol. 7 of Geschichte der Musiktheorie). Groth notes that even though the musical practice of the second half of the seventeenth century favored a tendency toward harmonic sonorities, theorists such as Bononcini and Berardi nevertheless explained them according to linear norms, and that this linear conception persisted well into the eighteenth century. It might be worth pointing out that the down3–up2 version of this sequence lent itself more readily than the “root position” version to the thinner, three-voice texture that was more prominent in several early eighteenth-century genres (e.g., Corelli’s Trio and Violin Sonatas, Bach’s Inventions and French Suites).

12. Gasparini ([1708] 1963, 54) provides only the figured bass for this progression but explains that the fifth above the bass is the dissonant tone that resolves down while the bass ascends by step or leap.
13. In a separate example, Kirnberger (1781, II: 8) does include a version that places the $\frac{6}{5}$ chords on the weak beats. Thus, he appears to have acknowledged the existence of two different kinds of $\frac{6}{5}$ chords, two different types of dissonance, which we could characterize as generated from different sources—a suspension on the one hand and a seventh chord on the other. More on the presence of both metric placements below.
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14. Richter (1860, 173) states this explicitly in a chapter dedicated to three-voice writing; the beginning of his example is not shown here: “Der zehnte Takt zeigt einen Quintsextakkord scheinbar. Im Grunde ist die Quinte hier nichts Anderes, als der Vorhalt zur Quarte, die aber hier durch die Fortschreitung des Basses zur Terz wird. Vierstimmig wird auch dies deutlicher.”
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15. Although far less common, the down3–up2 variant can appear with dissonances on the weak instead of strong beats, as Mozart does in K. 310 near the end of the development section (mm. 70–73), an example that can be explained by the influence of the Prinner schema, with prominent parallel tenths in the outer voices on the downbeats.
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16. Holtmeier (2011, 315) defines these as “sequential ninths,” and directly attributes the model to Corelli (2017, 252). Menke (2020, 124) similarly connects this pattern to several related contrapuntal settings.
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17. These labels, like schema names (e.g., Prinner), are retrospective interpretations of musical units; authors of harmony treatises did not identify them explicitly as such, though the voice-leading profiles of configurations A and B can occasionally be found in their examples (especially in practical Harmonielehre types).
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18. The example in the “Precepts and Principles” slightly modifies Niedt’s original by placing both cadential suspensions on a downbeat. Niedt places one of them on a weak beat and reserves the strong beat for a subsequent 4–3 suspension. The role of the $\frac{6}{5}$ chord in cadences can therefore follow one of two options: first, on a strong beat featuring a dissonant suspension resolving into the dominant (as here), or second, on a weak-beat inverted seventh chord frequently preparing the cadential suspension on the dominant. The distinction is the metric placement of the 1–7 motion. For this reason, IJzerman (2018, 140) refers to this $\frac{6}{5}$ chord as “semi-consonant,” and recognizes its slightly more autonomous role in most versions of the four-voice rule of the octave (ascending). Holtmeier (2007, 11) also notes the tendency for the RO practice to condition musicians to treat the harmonizations vertically and to gradually erase the linear components that contributed to its initial conception.
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19. In the terms of sonata theory, the use of the cadential suspension here provides rhetorical emphasis for the EEC and ESC. Diergarten 2015 links Mozart’s use of cadence to the Partitura (and Partimento) tradition, particularly the use of the “compound cadence” at more conclusive formal positions (as compared to the “simple cadence”). In this particular sonata, Mozart’s use of the 2–3 suspension at the final formal cadences connects motivically to the broad and dramatic 2–3 dissonance series (repeated sequentially) that dominates the development.
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21. See Gjerdingen 2007, 81, who documents a three-voice setting embedded as part of a Prinner schema in a work by Jean-Marie Leclair.
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22. See also Förster 1804, Example 112b.

23. Recall also the previous discussion from Holtmeier 2011 of a voice-leading event that can be explained by derivation from two different models, suspension 9ths vs. sequential 9ths; see also Holtmeier 2017, 251–60.


25. See Felix Diergarten’s (2011b, 28) interpretation of this passage in the context of the practical partimento/thoroughbass practice, in this case, extending well into the nineteenth century in the hands of Chopin’s teachers and their manuals (e.g., Catel). Diergarten’s reading is similar to that of Felix Salzer, Structural Hearing (1952) vol. 2, 362. Both authors derive this passage from a 7–6 suspension chain; my reading differs only in a foregrounding of the accented 4 configuration.

26. See, for instance, Toccata, BWV 911, mm. 48–50, in which weak-beat 4 2 chords resolve to strong-beat 6 3 chords; I am grateful to Daniel Harrison for identifying this passage. Another common situation can be seen in passages such as the F-minor Prelude from WTC 2, mm. 20–24, in which weak beat 6 5 chords occur in series but also serve to complement a more prominent strong-beat dissonance pattern, in this case downbeat 9–8 suspensions (voiced as 9–6 to accommodate the weak-beat 6 5).


28. Note also that Kirnberger’s two 6 5 chords illustrate in a nutshell the differences discussed previously: 6 5 on 4 2 reveals an embedded dissonance whereas 6 5 on 7 6 is better explained by the fundamental bass; hence, two different explanations, two different conceptual chord types.

29. See for example, Traité, IV, Chapter 13; additionally, he begins Book II by adding a fundamental bass to several examples from Zarlino’s Istitutioni Harmoniche, in which the characteristic suspension dissonance is always placed on a downbeat.

30. In Rameau’s Traité, the weak-beat placement of dissonant tones with 6 2 harmonic support (and moving bass) generally appears with consecutive seventh chords (which Rameau presupposes with all scale steps except tonic); for instance, Rameau [1722] 1971, III, Example 53. Weber’s example flips the metric position of a progression that features triads as resolutions, a situation that should be metrically unequivocal.

31. As Diergarten 2011b demonstrates, Hiller (the director of the conservatory in Cologne and personal friend of Chopin) was a central figure in the early nineteenth century whose practical harmony treatise (Hiller [1860] 1889) featured a substantial collection of partimenti exercises.

32. Bernstein (2002, 783) cites Weber (1830, 2: 173) on this assertion, one which became fairly standard by the end of the nineteenth century; Harrison (1994, 1) cites Reger on this point, and even describes it as a “revolutionary slogan” of the generation of composers including Mahler,
Strauss, and Schoenberg.
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33. Note the direct connection to Italian thoroughbass tradition through Choron and Fétis.
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34. To a certain extent, this reveals how scale-degree theory marks a certain loss from its fundamental bass inheritance, in that the consideration of fundamental bass motions had been severed from its relation to chord structure.
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35. Dahlhaus 2001: “The theory of fundamental progressions is primarily orientated to early eighteenth-century harmony (namely to the harmonic model of the sequence of 5ths), while the theory of functions, in common with Riemann’s doctrine of metre and rhythm, is developed from the music of Beethoven. It is thus to some degree not a case of competitive theories dealing with the same matter in hand, but of theses concerning different stages of a historical development” (section 4, “Theoretical Study,” final paragraph). See also, Dahlhaus 1989, 75–127.
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